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21 IntroductionFourier analysis is the standard method for analysing the stability of discreti-sations of an initial value p.d.e. on a regular structured grid. For each point inthe computational grid, a linear model problem is constructed on an in�nite gridwith uniform grid spacing and coe�cients matching those of the chosen point.This model problem has Fourier eigenmodes whose stability is relatively easilyanalysed. If they are stable at all points in the grid, and the discretisation ofthe boundary conditions is also stable (which can be analysed using Godunov-Ryabenkii [3] or GKS [4] stability theory) then for most applications the overalldiscretisation is stable, in the sense of Lax [9]. The Lax Equivalence theoremthen applies, that if the discretisation is consistent (for a dense subset of suf-�ciently smooth initial conditions) then the discrete solution will approach theanalytic solution for all initial conditions as the grid spacing and timestep arereduced to zero.However, engineering applications of CFD are increasingly using �nite vol-ume and �nite element methods based on unstructured grids. For these, Fourierstability analysis is not applicable, and one must instead consider the full dis-crete matrix that arises from the combined spatial and temporal discretisationof the p.d.e. and associated boundary conditions. This paper addresses theoret-ical aspects of this analysis. Reference [2] gives an example of its application tothe stability of a Galerkin discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations on anunstructured tetrahedral grid.We consider a particular class of discretisations of the initial value p.d.e.@u@t = Q(u); (1.1)where Q is a time-invariant linear di�erential operator which in three dimensionswould be of the formQ(u) = Xi;j;k ai;j;k(x; y; z) @i@xi @j@yj @k@zk u(x; y; z): (1.2)The �rst stage in discretising this p.d.e. is to perform a spatial approximationto produce the semi-discrete system of coupled o.d.e.'s,duhdt = Qhuh(t): (1.3)Here uh(t) is to approximate the value of u(x; t) at a set of discrete points and Qhis the time-invariant matrix which approximates Q(u). h represents the spatialgrid resolution and we will consider a family of such discretisations for a sequenceof values of h tending to zero. Note that as h ! 0, the dimension of Qh willincrease without bound. It is this feature which makes it di�cult to derivestability bounds for the whole family of discretisations.



3The second stage in the discretisation is to approximate the semi-discreteequations using an explicit one-step Runge-Kutta method with timestep k, togive uh;n+1 = '(kQh) uh;n; (1.4)where uh;n represents uh(t) at time t = nk, and '(z) is a polynomial function ofdegree p, '(z) = pXj=0 ajzj; a0=a1=1; ap 6= 0: (1.5)In the family of fully-discrete discretisations, we assume an implicit relation-ship between h and k, such that k ! 0 as h! 0. Given the association betweenh and k, it is convenient to change notation, replacing uh; Qh by uk; Qk.Central to any stability analysis is the stability region associated with '(z),de�ned as S = fz : j'(z)j � 1g: (1.6)The aim of this paper is to investigate the conditions required for stabilityand convergence of the fully discrete approximation. The objective in the sta-bility analysis is to construct an upper bound for the growth of the solution forarbitrary initial conditions. Following the terminology of Spijker et al [5, 6, 12],a discretisation of an initial value problem (not necessarily arising from the spa-tial discretisation of a p.d.e.) is de�ned to be strongly stable if there a positiveconstant  such that junj � ju0j; 8n > 0; (1.7)and it is de�ned to be algebraically stable if there are positive constants ; q suchthat junj � nqju0j; 8n > 0: (1.8)There has been considerable research on the conditions under which the discreti-sation of a system of o.d.e.'s, or a family of such systems, is stable in either of theabove senses. Spijker et al have shown the important role of the numerical range�(kQk) of the matrix kQk [5, 6, 12]. They prove that there are many equivalentcharacterisations of the numerical range for arbitrary norms, but the de�nitionwhich is most useful in proving stability is the following based on the resolvent:De�nition 1.1 The numerical range �(A) of the square matrix A is the smallestclosed convex set V � C such that(zI � A)�1 � d(z; V )�1; 8z =2 Vwhere d(z; V ) � inf�2V jz � �jWhen using the L2 norm, this can be proved to be equivalent to the classicalnumerical range de�ned as�(A) = fx�Ax : x�x = 1g :



4 Previous papers by Spijker et al [5, 6, 12], Reddy and Trefethen [8] and Lu-bich and Nevanlinna [7] have proved algebraic stability with q=1 when �(kQk)�S; 8k, and with improved exponents q < 1 under various additional conditions.In particular, strong stability (q=0) can be proved under more restrictive condi-tions. The stability results in Section 2 of the present paper add to this literatureby proving new su�cient conditions for both algebraic stability (with 0<q<1)and strong stability.In convergence analysis for a �nite time interval, 0 � t � 1, the question iswhether the discrete solution uk;n approaches the analytic solution u(x; t) uni-formly as k! 0. The main result of Section 3 is that su�cient conditions forconvergence are that �(kQk)�S; 8k and the full discretisation has a truncationerror which decays faster than j log kj�1 as k!0 and satis�es a Lipschitz condi-tion. Under additional conditions it is shown that the logarithmic term can beomitted. Section 3 concludes with a discussion of the relationship of these resultsto the Lax Equivalence Theorem [9].2 StabilityThe stability estimates are all based on the use of the Cauchy integral formula,f(A) = 12�i Z� f(z)(zI � A)�1dz (2.1)where f(z) is an analytic function and the contour � encloses the spectrum ofthe square matrix A. In the context of the p.d.e. discretisation discussed in theIntroduction, the matrix A corresponds to kQk for some particular k.Lemma 2.1 For a given '(z) and associated stability region, S, there exists areal constant a, such that 8n,j'n(z)j � a; 8z 2 �n;where �n is de�ned as �n = nz : d(z; S) = n�1oor equivalently as the boundary of Sn, de�ned asSn = nz : d(z; S) � n�1o :Proof j'(z)j=1 on the boundary of the stability region, @S and '0(z) is bounded infz : d(z; S) � 1g, so there exists a positive constant b such thatj'(z)j � exp (b d(z; S)) ; 8z : d(z; S) � 1The result then follows directly, setting a = eb. 2



5Theorem 2.2 For a given '(z), there exists a constant M such that if �(A) � Sthen k'n(A)k �MnRemark: This result is due to Lenferink and Spijker [6] and Reddy and Tre-fethen [8]; a closely related result has been proved by Lubich and Nevanlinna [7].The theorem is included here for completeness and to introduce the method ofproof used in the subsequent new results.Proof Using the Cauchy integral formula,'n(A) = 12�i Z�n 'n(z)(zI �A)�1dzFor z 2 �n, j'n(z)j � a by the previous lemma, and (zI �A)�1 � n because of theresolvent condition in the de�nition of the numerical range. Therefore,k'n(A)k � 12� Z�n j'n(z)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj � Pan2� ;where P is the length of the contour �1. 2Since the boundary of the stability region, @S, has �nite curvature at z=0,in a neighbourhood of z=0 it can be described by x=xS(y). The next resultsconsider matrices A for which �(A) � V with V being a closed convex setsatisfying the following conditions:i) V � int(S) [ f0gii) there are positive real constants c; � and r � 0 such that for jzj � �, @Vcan be described by x=xV (y), where c jyjr+1 � xS(y)� xV (y) � 2c jyjr+1,and �����dxVdy ����� � 1.Given such a set V , we de�ne associated sets Vn byVn = nz : d(z; V ) � n�1o ; n > 0Since V is convex, Vn is also convex and therefore has a recti�able boundary @Vn[10]. Furthermore, from condition ii) above, it follows that n�1 2 @Vn and thatin the neighbourhood of n�1 the boundary can be represented parametrically as�xV (y) + n�1cos(�(y)); y + n�1sin(�(y))�where (xV (y); y) are the coordinates of the nearest point on @V and �(y) is theangle of the outward normal to @V (and the corresponding point on @Vn) givenby tan(�(y)) = �dxVdy :Figure 1 illustrates the set V5 for the case in which V is a half-disk and Sis the stability region of the four stage Runge-Kutta method commonly used inCFD computations.
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Figure 1: The stability region S for the 4-stage Runge-Kutta method, a half-diskV and the set V5 = nz : d(z; V ) � 15o.



7Lemma 2.3 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the above conditions, there existstrictly positive real constants �; a; b and a positive integer n1 such that 8n � n1,j'n(z)j � 8<: ae� 12ncjyjr+1; 8z 2 �(1)n � �n\D�e�bn; 8z 2 �(2)n � �n\Dc�where �n is now de�ned to be the boundary of Vn, and the closed disc D� and itsclosed complement Dc� are de�ned asD� = fz : jzj � �g ; Dc� = fz : jzj � �g :Proof '0(z)=1 at z=0 so we can choose �; n0 such that for jyj � � � �j'j � ( e2(x�xS(y)); xS(y) � x � xS(y) + 2n�10 ;e 12 (x�xS(y)); xV (y) � x � xS(y):These two inequalities can be combined to give the result that for z 2 �(1)n , n�n0,j'nj � e3e 12n(x�xS(y)) � e4e� 12ncjyjr+1since x� xS(y) = (x�xV (y)) � (xS(y)�xV (y)) � 2n�1 � cjyjr+1:To prove the result for z 2 �(2)n , note that since (V \Dc�) � int(S), it is possible tochoose n1�n0 such that (Vn1\Dc�) � int(S). The constant b can then be de�ned bye�b = supVn1\Dc� j'(z)j < 1:2Theorem 2.4 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the same conditions as inLemma 2.3, there exists a constant M such that if �(A) � V thenk'n(A)k �M nq; q = 1� 1r+1 :Remark: an alternative proof of this theorem has recently appeared in a paperby Spijker and Straetemans [11]. It is also related to Theorem 3.3 of Lubich andNevanlinna [7].Proof We start with the standard Cauchy integral formula,'n(A) = 12�i Z�n 'n(z)(zI �A)�1dzwhere �n is as de�ned in the last lemma. For all z 2 �n,(zI �A)�1 � n:



8 Using the last lemma, for z 2 �(2)n j'n(z)j � e�bn; and soZ�(2)n j'n(z)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj � Pne�bn < PbFor z 2 �(1)n , j'n(z)j � ae� 12ncjyjr+1, and jdzj � p2 jdyj since ����dxVdy ���� � 1. Hence,Z�(1)n j'n(z)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj � p2 an Z 1�1 e� 12ncjyjr+1dy = p2 an1� 1r+1 Z 1�1 e� 12 cjwjr+1dw:2 The �nal results of this section obtain even stronger stability by placing anadditional restriction on '(z).Lemma 2.5 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the same conditions as in Lemma2.3, with the added condition that '(z) = ez + O(zs+1) with s > r, there existstrictly positive real constants �; a; b and a positive integer n1 such that 8n � n1,max fj'nj ; jenzjg � 8<: ae� 12ncjyjr+1; 8z 2 �(1)n � �n\D�e�bn; 8z 2 �(2)n � �n\Dc�where again �n = @Vn.Proof Since s > r, the degree of tangency between V and the imaginary axis at z=0is the same as the degree of tangency between V and S. Furthermore, V � C� becauseof the convexity of V and the fact that V � S and @S is tangent to the imaginary axisat z = 0. The remainder of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.3. 2Theorem 2.6 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the same conditions as inLemma 2.5, there exists a constant M such that if �(A) � V thenk'n(A)k � M nq; q = max(0; 2� s+2r+1):First remark: an important feature of this theorem is that it proves that s �2r is a su�cient condition for strong stability, so this theorem adds new classes ofdiscretisation to those in the literature which have previously been proved to bestrongly stable. In particular, �rst order `upwind' discretisations of hyperbolicp.d.e.'s are often of a form for which r=1. This theorem therefore gives s � 2 asa su�cient condition for strong stability for such discretisations; this conditionis often satis�ed by the methods in common use in CFD computations.Second remark: Brenner and Thom�ee [1] have proved a similar result withthe improved bound q = max(0; 12(1 � s+1r+1)) for A-stable implicit methods forwhich the stability region S includes the entire left half-plane. Another relatedresult, due to Kraaijevanger et al [5], proves strong stability in the maximumnorm when �(A) is de�ned using the maximum norm and V is a disk of the formfz : jz + �j � �g.



9Proof k'n(A)k � k'n(A)�exp(nA)k + kexp(nA)k :Given the equivalent de�nitions of the range of values proved by Spijker in Theorem5.1 [12], in particular applying condition (iii) with � = n; � = 0; � = 0, it follows thatkexp(nA)k � 1 because �(A) � V � C�.To bound k'n(A)�exp(nA)k we start with the Cauchy integral formula,('n(A)� exp(nA)) = 12�i Z�n ('n(z)� exp(nz)) (zI �A)�1dz:and again separate the contributions from the two segments, �(1)n and �(2)n .For z 2 �(2)n , using the last lemma, j'n(z)� exp(nz)j � 2e�bn and soZ�(2)n j'n(z)� exp(nz)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj � 2Pne�bn < 2PbThe contour �(1)n is now itself broken into three pieces,�(1a)n = nz 2 �(1)n : jyj � n� 1t+1o ;�(1b)n = nz 2 �(1)n : n�1 � jyj � n� 1t+1o ;�(1c)n = nz 2 �(1)n : jyj � n�1o ;with t being a constant chosen such that s > t > r.For z 2 �(1a)n , j'n(z)� exp(nz)j � 2ae� 12ncjyjr+1 and soZ�(1a)n j'n(z)� exp(nz)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj � 4p2 an Z 1n� 1t+1 e� 12ncyr+1dySince n Z 1n� 1t+1 e� 12ncyr+1dy = n1� 1r+1 Z 1n 1r+1� 1t+1 e� 12 cwr+1dw;and this tends to zero as n!1, the contribution from �(1a)n is bounded.For z 2 �(1b)n ,e�z'(z) = 1 +O(zs+1) =) e�nz'n(z) = 1 +O(nzs+1);with the choice of constant t ensuring that nzs+1 remains bounded for all n. Inaddition, jzj � p2 jyj and exp(nz) < ae� 12ncjyjr+1. Hence, there exists a constant gsuch that j'n(z)� exp(nz)j � ganjyjs+1e� 12ncjyjr+1:Therefore, it follows thatZ�(1b)n j'n(z)� exp(nz)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj � 2p2 gan2 Z 10 ys+1e� 12ncyr+1dy= 2p2 gan2� s+2r+1 Z 10 ws+1e� 12 cwr+1dw:



10 Finally, for z 2 �(1c)n , jzj<p2n�1 and soj'n(z)� exp(nz)j � gn�sa;and so Z�(1c)n j'n(z)� exp(nz)j (zI �A)�1 jdzj < 2p2 gan�s:Summing the upper bounds on the magnitudes of each of the contributions to theCauchy integral completes the proof. 23 ConvergenceTo prove convergence for the full discretisation of the p.d.e. presented in theIntroduction, under fairly weak su�cient conditions, requires a new form of sta-bility result.Theorem 3.1 Provided the roots of '(z)=1 are simple, there exists a constantM depending solely on '(z) such that if�(A) � S then n�1Xj=0 'j(A) �Mn lognProof Using the Cauchy integral formula with �n � @Sn,n�1Xj=0 'j(A) = 12�i Z�n n�1Xj=0 'j(z)(zI �A)�1dz = 12�i Z�n 'n(z) � 1'(z) � 1 (zI �A)�1 dz:Using Lemma 2.1, for z 2 �n,����'n(z) � 1'(z) � 1 ���� � a+ 1j'(z) � 1j :Since '0(0)=1, it is possible to �nd �>0 such that for all z 2 D�,j'(z)� 1j > 12 jzjand for all n, and all z 2 �n \D�, ����dxdy ���� � 1and hence jzj � max�jyj; 1p2n� � 12py2 + n�2:Therefore,Z�n\D� ����'n(z)� 1'(z) � 1 ���� (zI �A)�1 jdzj < Z ��� 4p2(a+1)npy2 + n�2 dy < 8p2(a+1)n(�+log n);



11since Z �0 dypy2 + n�2 = Z n�0 dwpw2 + 1 < Z �0 dw + Z n�� dww = �+ log n:Similar neighbourhoods can be constructed around each of the other p�1 distinctroots of '(z)=1 on @S, resulting in similar O(n log n) bounds on the contribution tothe Cauchy integral. The contribution from the remainder of �n is only O(n) sincej'(z) � 1j is bounded away from zero and so the integrand is O(n). 2For the family of discretisations described in the Introduction, the solutionerror en = u(xk; nk)� uk;n satis�es the di�erence equationek;n+1 = '(kQk) ek;n + kTk;n; (3.1)with Tk;n being the truncation error and with the initial error ek;0 being zero.Given these de�nitions we now prove the following theorem.Theorem 3.2 If the roots of '(z)=1 are simple, andi) �(kQk) � S; 8kii) Tk;0 = o 1log(k�1)!iii) max0�mk�1 jTk;m � Tk;m�1j = o klog(k�1)!then ek;n ! 0 as k ! 0; nk ! t, for 0 � t � 1.Proof De�ning Bk;n = nXm=0'm(kQk)thenek;n = k n�1Xm=0'n�1�m(kQk)Tk;m = k Bk;n�1Tk;0 + n�1Xm=1Bk;n�1�m(Tk;m � Tk;m�1)!and so jek;nj � k kBk;n�1k jTk;0j+ n�1Xm=1 kBk;n�1�mk jTk;m � Tk;m�1j!Applying Theorem 3.1 and the conditions on the truncation error completes the proof.2 To weaken the consistency conditions su�cient for convergence, it is necessaryto tighten the stability result. We �rst de�ne the function,s(n; z) � 1Xj=0 nj+1zj(j + 1)! ; (3.2)



12with the obvious properties that it is analytic, @s@n=exp(nz), s(0; z)= 0 and whenz 6=0, s(n; z)=z�1(exp(nz)� 1).Similarly, for a square matrix A we de�nes(n;A) � 1Xj=0 nj+1(j + 1)!Aj; (3.3)for which @s@n=exp(nA) and s(0; A)= 0.Lemma 3.3 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the same conditions as in Lemma2.3, with the added conditions that '(z) = ez+O(zr+1) and the degree of tangencybetween V and the imaginary axis at z=0 is also r, there exist strictly positivereal constants �; a; b and a positive integer n1 such that 8n � n1,max fj'nj ; jenzjg � 8<: ae� 12ncjyjr+1; 8z 2 �(1)n � �n\D�e�bn; 8z 2 �(2)n � �n\Dc�where again �n = @Vn.Proof The proof is again similar to that in Lemma 2.3. 2Theorem 3.4 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the same conditions as inLemma 3.3 there exists a constant M such that if �(A) � V thenn�1Xj=0 'j(A) �MnRemark: Using Lemma 2.5 it is straightforward to prove the same result when'(z) = ez +O(zs+1) with s > r.Proof n�1Xj=0 'j(A) � n�1Xj=0 'j(A)� s(n;A)+ ks(n;A)k :As in Theorem 2.6, kexp(nA)k � 1 and so���� ddn ks(n;A)k���� �  ddns(n;A) � 1:Since s(n;A)=0 when n=0, it follows that for arbitrary positive n, ks(n;A)k � n.To bound the other term we use the Cauchy integral formula with �n = @Vn,n�1Xj=0 'j(A)� s(n;A) = 12�i Z�n 0@n�1Xj=0 'j(z)� s(n; z)1A (zI �A)�1dz;



13and again separate the contributions from the two segments, �(1)n and �(2)n .For z 2 �(2)n , using the last lemma,������n�1Xj=0 'j(z)������ � n�1Xj=0 e�bj < 11� e�band js(n; z)j = ����enz � 1z ���� � 2�and hence Z�(2)n ������n�1Xj=0 'j(z)� s(n; z)������ (zI �A)�1 jdzj � Pn� 11� e�b + 2��For z 2 �(1)n , we �rst note that z 6=0 and '(z) 6=0 and son�1Xj=0 'j(z) � s(n; z) = 'n(z)� 1'(z)� 1 � enz � 1z = 'n(z) � enzz � ('(z)�1�z)('n(z)� 1)z('(z)�1)The second term is uniformly bounded 8n; z 2 �(1)n and soZ�(1)n ����('(z)�1�z)('n(z) � 1)z('(z)�1) ���� (zI �A)�1 jdzj � dnfor some constant d.The corresponding integral for the �rst term has to be broken into three pieces, asin the proof of Theorem 2.6,�(1a)n = nz 2 �(1)n : jyj � n� 1r+1o :�(1b)n = nz 2 �(1)n : n�1 � jyj � n� 1r+1o ;�(1c)n = nz 2 �(1)n : jyj � n�1o :For z 2 �(1a)n , ����'n(z)� enzz ���� � 2ae� 12ncjyjr+1jyjand so Z�(1a)n ����'n(z)� enzz ���� (zI �A)�1 jdzj � 4p2 an Z 1n� 1r+1 e� 12ncyr+1y dy= 4p2 an Z 11 e� 12 cwr+1w dw:For z 2 �(1b)n , following a similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 2.6,there exists a constant g such that����'n(z)� enzz ���� < ganjyjre� 12ncjyjr+1 < ganjyjr;



14and soZ�(1b)n ����'n(z)� enzz ���� (zI �A)�1 jdzj � 2p2 gan2 Z n� 1r+10 yrdy = 2p2 gan Z 10 wrdw:Similarly, for z 2 �(1c)n , ����'n(z)� enzz ���� < gan1�r;and so Z�(1c)n ����'n(z) � enzz ���� (zI �A)�1 jdzj < 2p2 gan1�r:Summing the upper bounds on the magnitudes of each of the contributions to theCauchy integral completes the proof. 2Theorem 3.5 For a given '(z) and V satisfying the same conditions as inLemma 3.3, ifi) �(kQk) � V; 8kii) Tk;0 ! 0 as k ! 0iii) max0�mk�1 jTk;m � Tk;m�1j = o(k)then ek;n ! 0 as k ! 0; nk ! t, for 0 � t � 1.Proof The proof is almost identical to that of Theorem 3.2. 2It is important to place the above results in the context of the Lax Equiva-lence Theorem [9] which proves that strong stability is a necessary and su�cientcondition for convergence for all initial data, provided that the discretisation isalso consistent for a dense subset of the initial data. In the results in this section,convergence is only proved for a subset of the initial data for which the discretisa-tion is consistent. There is no guarantee of convergence for initial data for whichthe discretisation is not consistent, or which violates the Lipschitz conditions ofthe above theorems. This is the natural consequence of the use of the weakeralgebraic stability rather than strong stability.For smooth initial data, convergence in theory is sometimes not achieved inpractice because of the explosive growth of rounding errors due to �nite precisioncomputer arithmetic. The simplest example of this phenomenon is a discretisa-tion of the simple convection p.d.e. on an in�nite domain using a uniform grid.Provided the spatial discretisation and one-step Runge-Kutta time discretisationare consistent, convergence will be achieved in theory for initial data comprisinga single Fourier mode. However, if the discretisation does not satisfy the Fourier
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